
New working patterns and new space designs require new technologies and new ways to work together.

Biamp’s Modena family of wireless presentation systems can facilitate collaboration in any space, 

whether it’s a dedicated co-work environment, or simply a impromptu work area in a lobby or company 

cafeteria.

Our solutions allow users to stop wasting time and start collaborating, wherever they may be.

• Modena Server allows for wireless, app-free   
collaboration and sharing between up to 12   
participants.

• Each Modena Server can host up to 7 virtual  
meeting spaces, available to users anywhere  
there is wireless network access.

• Connect to a convenient local display using  
an Android device running the Modena app.

• Multicam function can tile upto 4 cameras   
from participant devices into a single virtual  
camera feed for a UC call.
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BIAMP EQUIPMENT LIST

QUANTITY PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

1 Modena Server
Facilitates collaboration in a total of 7 simultaneous virtual rooms for up to 12 users 
each. Enables app-free content sharing in a web browser for users on any portable 
device such as a laptop, tablet or mobile phone.

OPTIONAL ADDITIONS

OPTION DESCRIPTION

Modena App Choose to use the Native Modena app for iOS, Android, Windows or Mac OS for an even more 
tightly integrated experience and additional functions.

Connect any display
A smart display that natively runs the Modena Android App can be added as a participant to a 
collaboration session. Alternatively connect an Android TV device or a PC with your choice of OS 
via HDMI to any display.

Modena Hub+ Dual network capability separates guests from corporate wireless users for added security.

biamp.com
MODSDS-804-2105-EN-R1

DESONO C-IC6
PARLÉ TCM-XA
CISCO WEBEX ROOM KIT
TESIRAFORTÉ X 400
CISCO TOUCH 10 CONTROL UNIT 
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GET THE MODENA APPS

Modena Server

Mac OS App Windows App Apple Store App Google Play App

https://bia.mp/2R29TSx
https://bia.mp/3hkPC5o
https://bia.mp/2SDAANz
https://bia.mp/3uH32MC

